NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON LIVELIHOODS
THROUGH RURAL TOURISM IN
NORTH EAST INDIA: THE WAY FORWARD
A National Conference on Livelihoods through
Rural Tourism in North East India: The Way
Forward was organised by NERC at
Greenwood Resort, Khanapara, Guwahati on
January 6-7, 2018. It was attended by Former
Secretary, Ministry of Tourism and a Permanent
Representative of UN World Tourism
Organisation Sri M.P. Bezbaruah; Member of
NEC Sri C.K. Das; former Secretary, Ministry
of Agriculture Sri Bhaskar Baruah; former
Commissioner and Secretary, Department of
Tourism Sri Swapnil Baruah; Secretary NEC Sri
Ram Muivah and Director General of NIRDPR,
Hyderabad Dr. W.R. Reddy along with many
other dignitaries. In view of its tremendous
prospect in northeast India, encompassing 7.02

From the Desk of the Editor
'When the going gets tough, the tough gets going', this statement reflects
the very essence of working of NERC. Dedicated members of Team
NERC have once again lived up to the expectations amid ever growing
challenges emerging from the thrust given by GoI to Rural
Development. Saturation, the buzz word, was motivating and
reinforcing for Team NERC in taking the efforts to the point of
saturation and work tirelessly for activities associated with schemes like
SBM, SAGY, MGNREAGA, NRLM and many other RD Schemes.
'Sankalpa se Siddhi', 'Swachhata Pakhwara', participation in '105th
National Science Congress' saw enthusiastic participation of team
NERC. National Conference on Rural tourism at NERC witnessed
stalwarts sharing their valuable insights in this 2-day academic
extravaganza. With ever-increasing impetus on 'reaching the
unreached', NRLM and DDUGKY Cells of NERC spread their wings
and a large number of beneficiaries could be reached through their
dedicated interventions. Training programmes, evaluation studies and
documentation of success stories were some of other highlights of the
quarter that are being presented in this issue of 'Gramodaya'.
Dr. Kanak Haloi, retired after putting in 33 years' dedicated service to
NERC. While he was given an emotional farewell by NERC family,
Mr. P P Bhattachrya, Asst. Professor joined the Institute and given a
warm welcome. Truly 'Old order changeth yielding place to new'.
We have been continuously receiving feedback from our readers. While
soliciting your feedback to guide, I wish you all a Happy Reading.

Delegates of the conference during inaugural session

(Dr. R.M Pant)

percent of the country's total villages having a diverse cultural and geographical individuality, the two-day
conference aimed at promoting rural tourism, with special focus on home-stay as a sustainable livelihood
measure among the rural poor of this region. Ideas were shared through paper presentations as well as
discussions by academicians, professionals and policy makers on strategies to identify potential spots,
accreditation criteria, skill gap analysis in home-stay tourism management. One of the recommendations

Dr. WR Reddy, DG, NIRDPR delivering the inaugural speech

A scene of Group Discussion

was to converge with relevant departments for better impact.
Appreciating the NIRDPR's plan to launch a certificate course at the NERC on rural tourism, the panelists
in the conference recommended putting more stress on learning by doing rather than acquiring theoretical
knowledge for managing different types of tourists. The conference was sponsored by the North Eastern
Council (NEC), Shillong.

NATIONAL SEMINAR ON ROLE OF CBOs AND NGOs IN THE
EMERGING RURAL TRANSFORMATION SCENARIO
The CBOs and NGOs have been playing a vital role in the process of managing development initiatives and
have gained significant popularity in rural development especially in tribal development due to their
advantage of non- rigid system, beneficiary orientation & committed nature of service, grassroot level reach
and implementation of locally based development initiatives. Even government has also recognised their role
as the partner in rural development especially in the areas where the government has limited reach. The

Dr. R.M. Pant, Director, NERC delivering the inaugural speech

Group Discussion in progress

learnings from evaluation reports show that the government alone is not able to meet all the challenges in the
process of rural development and therefore, the involvement of CBOs/ NGOs in different phases and
activities at regional and local levels is desirable/ inevitable. However, despite their vital role, a large number
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of NGOs find it difficult to sustain in the long run i.e. sustainability of organizations as well as sustainability of
projects. Considering the vital role towards uplifting the socio-economic status of the rural poor especially
tribal people, a seminar was organized at Rajiv Gandhi University (RGU), Arunachal Pradesh jointly by
NIRDPR-NERC and the NSS cell of the RGU's social work department on March 27-28, 2018. The seminar
aimed at providing a platform to practitioners, research scholars, government officials and academicians to
share and assess the challenges faced by NGOs and CBOs in rural development. The seminar was inaugurated
by Prof PK Panigrahi, VC i/c, RGU. Jarjum Ete, Chief advisor of Arunachal Pradesh Women Welfare Society
among other distinguished scholars spoke on the role of NGOs and CBOs in ameliorating rural development
during the inaugural session.
A good number of papers highlighting NGOs and CBOs role, issues, constraints were presented in the
seminar through six technical sessions which were chaired by eminent personalities like Dr. Sukamal Deb,
Director i/c, KVIC (NEZ), Dr. K.P Singh, RGU, Dr. Vokendro Singh, RGU. The seminar was
conceptualised and coordinated by NIRDPR-NERC team comprising of Dr. R.M Pant, Director and Dr.
M.K Shrivastava, Assistant Professor.

PROGRAMME ON BEHAVIOURAL SKILLS FOR MANAGING RD PROGRAMMES
It is well recognised that a consistent approach to the development of behavioural skills of professionals for
managing rural development programmes does not only result in a change in behavioural practice but also
transfer and integrate new learnings into daily practice at workplace. This helps in making the rural
development professionals more proactive in the organsiation resulting in more productivity in a desired
direction. The ability to re-orient one's behavioural skills also adds to productive relationships in any
environment – be it in the office premises or on field. It is in this very context that the four day Training
Programme on 'Behavioural Skills for Managing RD Programmes' was organized at NIRDPR-NERC
Guwahati on October 4-6, 2017.

Dr. R.M Pant, Director, NERC with the participants

The programme was conducted to orient the development professionals on different aspects of behavioural
skills for managing the rural development programmes and to infuse skills like communication, team
building, leadership, stress management, conflict management, etc. for enhancing personal effectiveness and
efficiency while managing the rural development programmes. A total of 27 participants attended the
programme. The trainees mostly comprised of Government officials represent various departments and
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elected representative from the north eastern states of Assam, Mizoram, Meghalaya and Arunachal Pradesh.
Dr. R.M Pant, Director and also coordinator of this training programme delivered the inaugural session on
interpersonal relationship and communication. Invited resource persons from reputed organizations like
Mind India, The Human Network and Indian Skills Academy conducted interactive sessions on topics like
Managing Change at Workplace, Conflict Management and Negotiations and Stress Management.

TRAINING PROGRAMME ON MANAGEMENT OF NETWORKING AND
WEB TECHNOLOGIES FOR RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES
A computer network is a telecommunication network which allows computers to exchange data. In computer
networks, networked computing devices exchange data with each other along network links. The best-known
computer network is the Internet. A computer network facilitates interpersonal communications allowing
users to communicate efficiently via various
means like web portals, email, instant
messaging, chat rooms, telephone, video
telephone calls, and video conferencing. A
network allows sharing of web resources,
files, data, and other types of information
giving authorized users the ability to access
information stored on other computers on
the network. Government is planning to
establish massive ICT infrastructure,
connectivity backbone and delivery centres
across the country under Digital India
programme. The vast majority of India's population lives in the villages. Accessing citizen services from rural
areas, last mile connectivity along with user-friendly web interfaces are the two most important requirements
among others.
In light of the above, a training programme on “Management of Networking and Web Technologies for Rural
Development Programmes” was conducted on February 19-23, 2018 at NIRDPR-NERC, Guwahati.
Participants from rural development and line departments, NRLM and NGOs attended the training
programme. Training was conducted with mostly hands on sessions and covered topics like basic computer
network, types, topology, network hardware and software, WiFi, Intranet and Internet, Client/ Server,
Router and Firewall, IP setup for network management, design of web pages and web publishing process,
update and maintenance of web sites, web conferencing and video conferencing and IP based surveillance
systems. The training course were conducted by Shri S.K Ghosh from NERC.

VULNERABILITY REDUCTION PLAN (VRP) TRAINING FOR STAFF &
COMMUNITY CADRES OF SIKKIM SRLM
Three days training on Vulnerability Reduction Plan (VRP) was organized for the staff and community cadres
of Sikkim SRLM from 11-13, October, 2017 at Janta Bhawan, Gangtok by Sikkim SRLM in collaboration
with NRLM-RC, NIRD & PR, NERC, Guwahati. Altogether 28 participants (13 Staff, 15 Community
Cadres) participated in the programme. Ms. Seema Bhaskaran, National Mission Manager (NMM), NMMU,
NRLM, MoRD and Mr. T. Ravinder Rao, Mission Manager (MM), NRLM-RC, NIRD & PR, Hyderabad
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were the resource persons for the mentioned programme. Mr. Sanjay Sharma, DPD and Mr. Nijwm Thomas
Mushahary, NF from NRLM -RC, NIRD & PR, NERC also attended the programme for overall coordination and facilitation. Dr. P. Senthil Kumar, IFS, CEO of Sikkim SRLM attended on the valedictory
session of the progarmme.
The training was particularly on vulnerability reduction plan and vulnerability reduction fund. The training
covered the themes of NRLM overview, poverty, marginalization, vulnerability, livelihoods, social
development besides VRP and VRF. The training was imparted using lecture, presentation, group exercise and
discussion methods.

MIZORAM BANKERS' ORIENTATION PROGRAMME AND EXPOSURE VISIT ON NRLM
The Bankers orientation on NRLM and exposure visit was organized at Aizawl for three days from 16-18 Nov,
2017 which included a day of field visit to interact with VO and SHG members at one of the MzSRLM block.
A total of 18 bankers attended the programme amongst which 11 MRB officials, 3 participants from Mizoram
Cooperative Apex Bank, 2 representatives from SBI and one each from Central and Canara Bank participated
in the orientation program. Mr. Tilak Das, NRP along with Ms. Sangita R. Barthakur and Ms. Mehjabin F.
Yashmin facilitated the three days training programme.

NRLM and its overview, FI under NRLM, grading of SHG, SHG Bank Credit Linkage, Interest subvention
scheme, bank facilitators role, various committees under NRLM were the main topics for discussion during
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the training. On the 2nd day the participants were taken to field to observe the VO meeting and interact with
the SHG members.

SHG MEMBERSHIP TRAINING
Two days training on SHG Membership was organized for the Block Co-coordinators, LIFE Project under
Meghalaya SRLM by Meghalaya SRLM at SIRD, Nongsder, Meghalaya from 7-8 December, 2017.

Altogether 33 participants from different NGOs participated in the training programme. Mr. Nijwm Thomas
Mushahary and Ms. Mehjabin Farha Yashmin from NRLM-RC, NIRD & PR, NERC, Guwahati were the
resource persons for the programme. Ms. Bada from Meghalaya SRLM and Mr. Kmenlang, NF, NRLM RC,
NERC also attended the programme. The two days training programme covered topics like poverty
dimension, gender sensitization, overview of NRLM and Life Project, Understanding the concept of SHGs,
Leadership and Group Dynamics. The training was conducted through lecture, interaction, questionnaire,
activities, games and role play methods.

A GIST OF TRAINING INTERVENTIONS DURING 2017-18 BY NERC
A total of ninety eight (98) programmes including the programmes of NRLM RC were conducted by
NIRDPR-NERC during 2017-18 involving 2941 participants with an average participation of 30 participants
per programme. The programmes included 84 training courses, 12 workshops and two seminars. Average
female participation per programme stood at around 11. Seventy two (72) programmes were on campus
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programmes while 26 off-campus programmes were conducted across SIRDs and other institutes and
organizations of the region.

Congratulations!
NITI Ayog vide its order number P.12018/12/2016/RD dated June 2, 2017 nominated
NIRDPR-NERC as the 'Lead Institution' for carrying out a study on, 'Shifting
cultivation: Towards transforming approach', with Dr. R M Pant as its convenor.
Other members in the team are representatives from NEHU, NERCORMP, MoEF,
DONER, Ministry of Agriculture and ICIMOD, Kathmandu. Team submitted the report in March 2018
successfully.
Scientific and Advisory Group (STAG) for implementation & monitoring of National Mission on
Himalayan Studies (NMHS) was reconstituted on November 9, 2017. This National Level Committee of
Ministry of Environment and Forest has eleven members from across the country comprising of
Bureaucracy and academics. Dr. R. M. Pant, Director NIRDPR-NERC has also been nominated as
member of this prestigious group by MoEF, Government of India.

PARTICIPATION OF NIRDPR AT 105th NATIONAL SCIENCE CONGRESSPRIDE OF INDIA EXPO
The 105th National Science Congress-Pride of India Expo was held at Manipur University Campus, Imphal
from March 16-20, 2018. The Science Congress was inaugurated by the Hon'ble Prime Minister, Shri
Narendra Modi in the august presence of Dr. Harsh Vardhan, Hon'ble Union Minister of Environment,
Forest and Climate Change and Earth Sciences, Govt. of India. Smt. Najma Akbarali Heptulla, Governor,
Manipur, Shri N. Biren Singh, Chief Minister, Manipur, Shri Adya Prasad Pandey, Vice Chancellor, Manipur
University and other distinguished personalities. Later, the Pride of India Expo was opened for the public by
the Hon'ble Union Minister Dr. Harsha Vardhan. The Minister also visited a number of exhibition stalls in
the expo and were highly impressed with the splendid efforts put in by all the exhibitors towards promotion of
Science & Technology.

Dr. Harsh Vardhan, Hon'ble Union Minister of Environment, Forest and Climate Change and Earth
Sciences, Govt. of India inaugurating the Pride of India Expo
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NIRDPR participated actively in the 105th National Science Congress-Pride of India Expo. The stall (E-37) of
NIRDPR at the expo could generate tremendous interest among public and attracted a large numbers of
visitors during the Expo. The primary aim of NIRDPR's participation in expo was to showcase and promote
rural technologies undertaken by the Rural Technology Park (RTP) of NIRDPR.
The main attractions of the stall were Rural Technology Products like Mango Bar, Handmade Ayurvedic
Soaps, various Snacks, Mushroom Enriched Noodles, Dried capsicum, dried Mushroom, environment

friendly and cost effective cloth bags, Saal leaves plates, vermicomposting manures and Pesticides. The process
of making Plates and bowls from arecanut leaves attained maximum attention from the visitors. Paper bags
and office folders made from waste papers also received a very good attention from the visitors and prospective
entrepreneurs. The portable solar lamps also remained a centre of attraction to many visitors visiting the stall.
Showcasing different types of sustainable housing technologies under National Rural Building Centre
(NRBC) of RTP was one of the prime theme of NIRDPR stall at the expo. Every Visitors to the stall praised
initiatives of NIRDPR. Shri Ram Muivah, IAS, Secretary, NEC, Shillong while visiting NIRDPR stall
appreciated the efforts of NIRDPR in exhibiting rural technology interventions, entrepreneurship
development, value addition and product diversification and focus on women empowerment. The NIRDPR
stall at the expo could attract local print media attention and a good media coverage was given to stall's
activities in leading news dailies of Manipur.

NIRDPR-NERC team interacting with the visitors at NIRDPR stall during the expo
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The efforts in setting up NIRDPR stall and its management were executed by a four member dynamic team from
NIRDPR-NERC under the guidance of the Director, NERC Dr. R.M Pant. The executing team led by Shri S.K Ghosh,
Sr. CPA comprised Shri Kaushik Kalita, Training Manager, Dr. Anwar Hussain Hazarika, Mission executive, NRLM
RC and Shri Vikas Kumar, Project Officer from DDU-GKY.

DG VISITS INDIA'S FIRST ORGANIC STATE SIKKIM
Dr. W R Reddy, Director General,
NIRDPR along with Dr. R.M. Pant
Director, NIRDPR-NERC, visited
Sikkim during March 17-21, 2018.
DG was given a grand traditional
welcome in Sikkim style on his arrival
at SIRDPR, Karfector on March 17.
Despite a day long journey from
Hyderabad to Karfactor, DG
addressed newly elected
representatives from various GPs of
Sikkim at 8 pm and also distributed
course completion certificates to
them. Cultural performances were also given by a group of school children.
Next day, the team visited 21-Shanku Radhu Khandu (SRK) GP where a presentation on GP activities was
made by President of this award-winning GP. Dr Reddy interacted with GP members and also with the village
people. A trek to Rhododendron park in SRK
GP was not only a test of one's endurance but
also exposed the team how development of rural
sector can be achieved with convergence as this
park was developed under MGNREGA with
forest and tourism department's support. After
spending night at Darap Home stay in Darap
(Pelling), the team left for Gangtok where a
series of meetings were held with DDUGKY,
NRLM and SICB officials.
A visit to Nathu la was also made where Indian
Army Personnel welcomed the team warmly
and DG had a heart to heart talks with the Army
Jawans and enquired about their welfare. Four
days visit concluded with meetings of DG with
Home Secretary, Government of Sikkim and
other state officials. A brief stoppage at
CAEPHT, Central Agriculture University,
Ranipool on return journey to Bagdogra, saw DG interacting with the Dean Prof. P. P. Dabral and other
faculty members of the University.
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CLEANLINESS DRIVE IN THEMBANG VILLAGE, ARUNACHAL PRADESH
As a part of Swachhta Pakhawada, NIRDPR-NERC conducted a series of Swachhta activities in Thembang, a
village situated near Dirang, West Kameng district of Arunachal Pradesh at the height of 2300 m above sea
level. Dr. R.M Pant, Director of NERC teamed up with KVK West kameng officials for the purpose. This
village Thembang with 42 households having a total population of 250 is a strong contender for UNESCO

Inaugural programme Swachhta Abhiyan at Thembang

Swachhata Sapath

Students coping Swachhata Slogans

Swachhata Procession

Heritage status due to their rich Mompa history which is still reflected in the life style of the residents of
Thembang. After an arduous one-hour drive from Dirang on October 7, 2018, the team reached Thembang
Government Middle School, where school children, women and other village people including Anchal Chair
Person, Gaon Burah and Panchayat Members had assembled. District officials including Circle Officer
(Thembang), Medical Officer (Dirang), Veterinary Doctor, District Agriculture Officials, Nutrition
specialist, BDO and three Subject Matter Specialists (SMS) of KVK Dirang and school teachers were present in
this meeting with general public.
To start the programme, Dr. Dechin, CO Thembang, a local Mompa officer, welcomed the gathering. She
introduced NIRDPR team and read out the agenda. After the welcome address by the CO, following
swachhata activities were conducted:
[

An introduction to 'Sankalpa se Siddhi', importance of cleaning and administering of 'Swachhata Pledge'
by Director NIRDPR, NERC.

[

Interactive session on Personal hygiene for children and ladies by Dr. Divya Pandey, SMS, KVK.

[

Health Check-up of Children and Women was done by Dr Gyati Mope, MO Dirang.
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[

Gaon Burah appreciated KVK's intervention in the village and expressed happiness with NIRDPR's
interest in the village development activities particularly in Thembang.

[

NIRDPR note books and pens were distributed to School children for various activities conducted
during the day like, 'Slogan Writing', 'Essay Writing', 'Drawing' etc.

[

Tree plantation was also done by the officials and the villagers.

[

After interaction in the school, a 'Swachhata Procession' was taken out in the village which was followed
by 'Physical Cleaning' of the village.

[

Team joined mid-day meal with school children of Middle School that began with 'Buddhist Prayers' that
are offered before taking any meal in Buddhist traditions.

FOUNDATION LAYING CEREMONY OF FOOD PROCESSING UNIT
Fruits like banana, mango, jackfruit, guava, papaya are plentifully grown in villages under Boko block,
Kamrup district, Assam. However, farmers of this locality are not able to earn reasonable profits due to lack of
good markets and non-availability of fruit processing centre in the vicinity of the area. As fruits are perishable
items and production exceeds demands in the peak seasons, farmers incur huge losses. Janoki Agro Producer
Company Limited, Boko, a Farmer Producer Company (FPC) came out with an idea to setup a Fruit

Dr. W.R Reddy, DG, NIRDPR interacting with
villagers during foundation stone laying ceremony
of the Fruit Processing Unit.

DG, NIRDPR addressing farmers of the area.

processing Unit at the Tangabari village under Boko Block of Kamrup district, Assam with the financial and
training support from Himalayan Environmental Studies and Conservation (HESCO), Dehradun, a society
under the Societies Registration Act 1860. NIRDPR-NERC, Guwahati will construct the Fruit processing
Unit and also monitor the activities of the unit. An MoU has been signed in this regard among the HESCO,
FPC and NIRDPR-NERC, Guwahati. The proposed processing unit is expected to help farmers and
individual households of the area in a big way. The FPU will collect surplus raw materials from farmers at a
good price, add value on it and will do the necessary branding and marketing. This will create a win-win
situation among the farmers, company and villagers in the area. It may also create a direct and indirect
livelihood opportunities among villagers in long run.
The foundation stone of the proposed Fruit Processing Unit (FPU) was laid by Dr. W.R Reddy, Director
General, NIRDPR at Tangabari village on 27th October 2017. Dr. Franklin Laltinkhuma, Registrar NIRDPR,
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Dr. RM Pant, Director, NERC and officials from HESCO and FPC were also present during foundation
laying ceremony. Later on, Dr. W.R Reddy addressed a huge gathering of farmers and villagers organized at
the auditorium of College of Education, Boko. In his speech, Dr. Reddy highlighted the importance of fruit
processing and value addition for doubling the income of farmers. He also cited an example of farmers from
Kerela state where jackfruits are processed to prepare numbers of nutritious food items.

SUSTAINABLE LIVELIHOOD SUPPORT THROUGH PRODUCTION OF
ECO-FRIENDLY PRODUCT FROM BAMBOO AND WATER HYACINTH
The invasive potential and the negative impact on aquatic ecosystem of Water hyacinth is considered as
world's worst aquatic weed. Originally a native of the Amazon basin, the weed has spread throughout
tropical, subtropical and some warmer temperate regions of the world. Water hyacinth is commonly found in
north eastern states mostly in Assam which is a free-floating aquatic plant with erect aerial leaves, lilac flowers

Trainees at a bamboo cluster in Barpeta, Assam

Handmade Bamboo Products

and submerged roots. Free-floating individual plants develop short bulbous petioles which are spongy,
enabling the plant to float on the water's surface. Once growth is sufficient to cause crowding of individual
plants, these petioles elongate and interweave, forming dense self-supporting mats that can cover the entire
surfaces of water logged areas, dams and slow flowing rivers.
In order to control water hyacinth infestations many management techniques have been tried to reduce its
further spread. These include physical removal, the application of herbicides, utilisation for commercial and
subsistence purposes, and the importation and release of bio control agents. In most cases however, the use of
any of these techniques in isolation has had limited success, and in terms of physical or chemical intervention,
proven both costly and unsustainable in the long-term. Considering the abundance of this raw material in

A water hyacinth plant
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A water hyacinth training and processing centre at Khetri, Assam

north east India, NEDFi took the initiative to train the artisans of the region to convert this weed into ecofriendly handicraft products with assistance from NEC and Ministry of DONER.
Two batches of training on Non timber forest products (NTFP) and entrepreneurship were completed at
NIRDPR-NERC which were sponsored by Government of Meghalaya and the trainees got a chance to see
making of various cane and bamboo products and their processing and interact with the artisans at Barpeta,
Assam. Apart from cane & bamboo products, the participants also visited NEDFi training centre to see
processing and making of various handicrafts made out of water hyacinth and participated in the making
process. Apart from water hyacinth, they had also seen various medicinal and aromatic plant cultivation and
oil extraction process particularly Citronella and Lemon grass which are very much in demand in the entire
north eastern region. The training programmes were conducted by Dr. K.K Bhattacharjee, consultant,
NERC. (Contributor: Dr. K. K. Bhattacharjee, Consultant).

SITAJAKHALA DUGDHA UTPADAK SAMABAI SAMITI– A SUCCESS STORY
Cattle farming as a community practice is very common in Sitajakhala area in Morigaon District of Assam
located approximately 40 Km from NIRDPR-NERC campus primarily inhabited by Gorkha Community. In
view of tremendous demand for fresh milk, initially few dairy entrepreneurs started as a business venture

From farm to Market, the brand Sitajakhala

while procuring milk from different breeders of the locality for Marketing to Guwahati city with nominal
profit. Gradually as the demand for quality milk was growing, handful of conscious individuals from the
locality decided to lead all cattle farmers of the area to come together on a single platform and a group of 17
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farmers was formed whose only source of livelihood was Dairy farming. They were the harbingers of the
present “Sitajakhala” the only milk producers cooperative society in entire middle Assam developed under the
leadership of Late Chabilal Sharma, the founder President. During 1962 Chinese aggression as the movement
of armed forces increased, this cooperative was fulfilling the demands of milk for the Indian Army. This
boosted the confidence of the farmers to produce more milk and in the process superior high yielding breeds of
cattle were introduced.
Gradually they adopted artificial insemination technique for breed improvement as extended by the
department of Animal Husbandry and gradually expanded the area of operation. The society set their mission
for associating 10,000 farmer families directly with Dairy farming and 20,000 families indirectly with
agriculture and allied activities apart from extending support services for creation and development of grass
root organizations, promoting fodder cultivation, branding, labelling and packaging of farm products and
establishing a strong backward and forward linkages for the larger benefit of farming community. Two
batches of trainees from Meghalaya who were deputed at NIRDPR-NERC and completed the training on
Dairy farming and milk processing during the current year (July & September 2017) were benefitted from out
of their field visit to Sitajakhala and participated in the interactive programme with the dairy farmers.
(Contributor: Dr. K. K. Bhattacharjee, Consultant)

ONLINE REGISTRATION SYSTEM (ORS): A GODSEND FOR RURAL PATIENTS
Online Registration System (ORS) is a registration portal for taking OPD appointment in the Government
Hospitals online. The portal has already covered many reputed Government hospitals across the country
including AIIMS for Aadhaar based online registration and appointment system.
The application has been hosted on the cloud services of NIC. This Portal facilitates online appointments with
various departments of different Hospitals using eKYC data of Aadhaar number, if patient's mobile number is
registered with UIDAI. And in case mobile number is not registered with UIDAI it uses patient's name. New
Patient will get appointment as well as Unique Health Identification (UHID) number. This portal is a digital
India Initiative of the Ministry of Electronic & Information Technology, Government of India. Now Patients

can avoid long queues at the hospital for seeking OPD appointment /registration. There are already 145
Government hospitals onboard in ORS and around 15,48,056 patients took online appointment as on May
2018. Apart from the online appointment facility, the portal also provides detail information of hospitals and
departments across the country. There are also Blood Bank information and facility of accessing online
medical report. This portal is a great relief to patients seeking doctor appointment particularly patients from
rural India. Now any person from a village can visit to a nearby Common Service Centre (CSC) or can use
mobile phone with internet connection to take online OPD appointment in any reputed Government
Hospital across India.
The online registration process in ORS portal is very simple. For online doctor appointment, one needs to
visit www.ors.gov.in and then click on the appointment button. First, the applicant will be verified through a
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mobile OTP. There are both aadhaar and nonaadhaar based registration facilities. However,
aadhaar based registration provides certain
advantages. Once verified, the patient needs to select
hospitals and department from the drop down list.
Availability of doctor on a particular date can be
seen and accordingly a date can be chosen. The
patient will be verified once again through mobile
OTP before confirmation and payment for
registration fees. A confirmation SMS shall be sent
to the patient's mobile. Printout of appointment
slip can also be taken. Patient without aadhaar needs to collect OPD card at the hospital counter on the date of
appointment paying registration fees. (Contributor: SK Ghosh, Sr. CPA. Source: www.ors.gov.in)

DDU GKY PROJECT IN ASSAM
Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Grameen Kaushalya Yojana (DDU-GKY) is a part of the National Rural Livelihood
Mission (NRLM), tasked with the dual objectives of adding diversity to the incomes of rural poor families and
cater to the career aspirations of rural youth.

Hands on lab. training

A batch of trainees ready for campus interview

DDU-GKY is uniquely focused on rural youth between the ages of 15 and 35 years from poor families. DDUGKY, the placement-linked skill training scheme of the Ministry of Rural Development, is uniquely placed to
empower rural poor youth with employable skills and facilitate their participation in regular labour markets.
Eligibility Criteria:
n
Rural youth from poor families in the age group of 15 to 35
years
n
MGNREGA worker household if any person from the
household has completed 15 days of work,
n
RSBY households
n
Antyodaya Anna Yojana card households
n
BPL PDS card households
n
NRLM-SHG households

Outline of DDU GKY project in Assam
as on 31st March, 2018:
n

Total candidates trained -22394

n

Total candidates placed – 6208

n

Total candidates undergoing training 5777

n

Total active Project Implementing
Agencies - 44
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A SUCCESS STORY UNDER DDU-GKY SCHEME
Dipjyoti Hazarika is a resident of village named Bonai, Na Pomua,
under Kaliapani Development Block, Jorhat district in the state of
Assam. She belongs to a very poor family as her father a milkman is
the only earning member from her house. She managed to clear her
H.S. examination in the year 2015 by seeking help from her relatives.
Due to financial problem she could not pursue further education.
One day she came to know about Deen Dayal Upadhyaya–Grameen
Kaushalya Yojana (DDU GKY) in a mobilization program which was
conducted by ICA Edu Skills Pvt. Ltd, a Project Implementation
Agency (PIA) of DDU-GKY scheme sponsored by Ministry of Rural
Development, Govt. of India. She then appeared in the field test and
got selected to join “Accounting and Back office” course at “ICA Edu
Skills Pvt. Ltd.”, Jorhat Centre.
She got selected as Branch Assistant at Blue Chip Company, Nagaon on 28/07/2016 in her first campus
interview. She is now working in “Blue Chip”, Nagaon, as a “Branch Assistant”. She was awarded as “Top
Performing Branch Assistant “for the year 2017-2018 in entire North East. With consistent good performance,
her net salary for the months of April 2018 rose to Rs. 35,544/- p.m.

UNSUNG HERO : STORY OF A PEANUT SELLER
Khani Mohan Bramha is one among many vendors who can be seen selling their products in the 'Walking
Zone', near Assam Public Service Commission's office in Guwahati every evening. During my regular
evening walks, I noticed a person cleaning the surroundings after winding up his mobile stall. He was not just
cleaning the place that was littered by his customers, but also educating people to dump waste in a carton
placed near his make shift shop. I stopped and
observed the whole thing with curiosity. He
collected waste, dumped it meticulously and
loaded it in a Maruti Van parked nearby and
driven it away. Next day again he was there and I
didn't want to miss the opportunity of meeting
him. And of course, what I learned was truly
inspiring.
Khani by training is a civil engineer who
completed his diploma from Assam Engineering
Institute in 1981 and joined Bramhaputra board
as Junior Engineer in 1983. After serving
Bramhaputra Board for more than 3 decades, he retired in the year 2014. Wife's illness made post retirement
life little difficult for Khani. As Bramhaputra Board does not have pension scheme, he was forced to search for
some new sources of income. An advice from a young friend, a peanut vendor, motivated him to start this
venture. Having learnt the nitty gritty of this business from his friend selling peanut, Khani started this small
venture. He set up his kiosk near his friend's shop, but all loyal customers will go to his friend's shop.
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Realising this he decided to relocate his selling point and started sitting near Science Museum, which again
brought him disappointment with an average sale of just Rs 30 a day. Now he was clear that he will have to
look for a better location even if it is far from his residence. A Maruti van that he purchased during his service
in 1999 proved to be a great strength. Having realised the importance of location for this business, he decided
to sit by the side of Khanapara overbridge near Bus Stand from 11 am onwards and then from 4.30 to 9 pm, he
sells peanuts in the 'Walking Zone' near APSC. 'I can pat by back now as my first month's sale was Rs. 10,000.
And you know profit margin in this business is almost 60%, 'Khani says with a feeling of great pride. His
attitude that 'no work is inferior' and respect for dignity of labour is his strength. His behaviour towards his
customers can be an interesting learning for the students of Customer Relationship Management(CRM). But
the most striking thing about Khani is his concern for cleanliness. While serving customers, he can be seen
advising customer to keep the area clean and still if some ignore his advice, he cleans the area himself before
winding up his day's business. Seeing him in action a good number of young joggers and walkers also help him
in this noble crusade against dirt. 'Example is better than precept', is seen in action in case of Khani. He is
though happy but not satisfied with his first month's success. He is adding more products to his product line
that includes bottled water and value-added products of peanuts.
Hard work, dignity of labour and excellent CRM with 'never say die' attitude are some of the strengths Khani
displays in abundance. He also performs as Purohit in temples during special pujas and also known for
composing and singing religious songs. This diversified approach is surely helping Khani in managing his
living and taking care of his ailing wife. But more important is that Khani emerges as a role model for young
generation willing to shed inhibitions of 'only white collar' jobs for livelihood (Contributor: Dr. RM Pant, Director,
NERC).

VISITORS
The following distinguished personalities visited NERC in the recent past on
various occasionsµ Prof. Jagdish Mukhi, Governor of Assam
µ Shri C.K. Das, Member, North Eastern Council
µ Dr. W.R. Reddy, IAS, Director General, NIRDPR, Hyderabad
µ Dr. Franklin Laltinkhuma, IAS, Registrar, NIRDPR, Hyderabad
µ Shri Ram Muivah, IAS, Secretary, North Eastern Council, Shillong
µ Shri Sujit Kr. Ghosh, Director, MAKAIAS
µ Shri M.P. Bezbaruah, IAS (Retd.), Former Tourism Secretary, Govt. of India
µ Shri P.K. Das, IAS (Retd.), Member, North Eastern Council
µ Shri Swapnil Baruah, IAS (Retd.), Former Tourism Secretary, Govt. of Assam

One Small Positive Thoughts in the Morning
can Change the Entire Outcome of Your Day
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THUS SPAKE MAHATMA GANDHI
µ The future of India lies in its villages.
µ Khadi is the sun of the village solar system.
µ Urbanization in India is slow but sure death for her villages and villagers.
µ You cannot build nonviolence on a factory civilization, but it can be built on selfcontained villages.
µ Education should be so revolutionized as to answer the wants of the poorest villager,
instead of answering those of an imperial exploiter.
µ An all-round village service-man has to know everybody living in the village and render
them such service as he can.
µ Economic equality is the master-key to nonviolent independence.

CAMPUS NEWS
INAUGURATION OF RURAL TECHNOLOGY CENTRE (RTC)
Use of innovative technologies in the rural areas is an excellent means for strengthening our rural economy
and making it self-dependent. Promotion, propagation, dissemination, replication of appropriate
technologies for sustainable benefits of socio-economically deprived sections of the rural society is one of the
major challenges. In order to realize this developmental need, the spread of proven and sustainable technology
packages which create employment, raise income and reduce poverty need to be put in place.
To strengthen the existing Rural Technology Extension Centre (RTEC), NIRDPR-NERC, Guwahati has
come up with an idea to setup a full fledged Rural Technology Centre (RTC). This RTC has been setup to
display and demonstration of technology models to course participants, researchers, entrepreneurs, and
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visitors at NERC with a variety of static, simulated and live models in the centre. The centre shall also be
useful to percolate the proven technologies to the villages and encourage to practically using these technologies
with the active involvement of Rural Development functionaries, Community Based Organizations (CBOs),
Self Help Groups (SHGs), Gram Panchayat (GPs) and Non-Government Organizations (NGOs) and primary
stakeholders.

Glimpses of inauguration of 'Rural Technology Centre' at NERC by Dr. WR Reddy, Director General, NIRDPR

The Rural Technology Centre (RTC) was inaugurated by Dr. W.R Reddy, Director General, NIRDPR on
26th October 2018. Dr. Franklin Latinkhuma, Registrar, NIRDPR, Dr. R.M Pant, Director, NERC and Dr.
K. Haloi, Professor and Head, C-GARD and all other staff of NERC were present during this memorable
occasion. Members of NERC Mahila Mandali, young innovators and other stakeholders were also present. Dr
Reddy interacted with all stakeholders and appreciated the role of NERC for setting up this small RTC.

CELEBRATION OF INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S DAY
The International Women's Day (IWD) was celebrated at the NERC on 8 March 2018 in keeping with this
year's world wide theme, i.e. “Press for Progress”. The ambiance was created in Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam Hall of
the Institute with visual presentation of images on gender equality from beginning to the end. All the staff of
NIRDPR-NERC, DDUGKY and NRLM cells attended the programme which had a lecture cum interaction
session with Director, Assam Mahila Samata Society, Ms. Gita Rani Bhattacharya as the Speaker of the Day.
The significance of the day was presented briefly by Chitralekha Baruah, Research Associate in the beginning.
She said that the original objective of the IWD is yet to be achieved.
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Dr. R.M. Pant, Director, NIRDPR-NERC in his welcome address asserted that a nation cannot proclaim itself
as a developed nation, if half the population is not included in development process. We must create an
enabling environment for women to grow and develop as equal partners in all spheres. Professor K. Haloi
emphasised that the benefits offered to women by the state is indirectly helping the society to develop.

Dr. R.M. Pant, Director, Dr. K. Haloi and Ms. Gita Rani Bhattacharya graced the inaugural session

The Speaker Ms. Gita Rani Bhattacharya presented an elaborate note on women's present status along with
global and national data. The presentation was followed by an interactive session. Before that Mr. S.K. Ghosh,
Sr. CPA made an audio-visual presentation on women achievers. The event ended with a high-tea.

INSTALLATION OF MULTI-PURPOSE PROCESSING MACHINE
A multi-purpose fruit and herb processing machine was installed at the Rural Technology Center, NERC
with the support of National Innovation Foundation (NIF). A demonstration on fruit processing and
production of various value added products was given to the women of NERC by Shri Dharamveer Singh
Kamboj, the innovator of the machine
Shri Dharamveer Singh, a grassroot
innovator from the state of Hariyana is
supported by NIF – India and GIAN NE for value addition and business
development under the Micro Venture
innovation Fund (MVIF) support. NIFIndia has also engaged a designer to
improve the usability and aesthetics of
the machine. Relying primarily on
word-of-mouth, Dharamveer has sold
his machine in many states of the
country and also exported to Kenya. He
has given employment to over 2 dozen
women in the village who are engaged in
producing and selling processed amla
and aloe vera products made by using
Innovator Shri Dharamveer Singh Kamboj demonstrating his
the multi-purpose machine.
multipurpose fruit processing machine to the staff of NERC
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The multi-purpose processing machine is portable which works on a single phase motor and is useful in the
processing of various fruits, herbs and seeds. It has features like temperature control and condensation
mechanism which helps in the extraction of essence and extracts from flowers and medicinal plants. This
machine is unique as it has the capacity to process a wide variety of products without damaging the seed of the

NERC staff and campus ladies during training
on fruit processing

Ginger candies prepared using multipurpose machine

fruit or vegetable. It can be used for processing mango, amla, aloe vera, tulsi, aswagandha and also flowers like
rose, chameli, lavender. The multi-purpose machine is available in two models with juice extraction capacity
of 50 kg/hr and 150 kg/hr. Innovation of this kind is game changer for rural communities, as it has very high
potentials for income generation.

STRENGTHENING ICT LEARNING AT SCHOOLS
Keeping in mind the social
responsibility to enhance and spread
ICT learning activities among
underprivileged students, NIRDPRNERC, Guwahati planned to a
donate few old computers to
schools/ CBOs. As a part of the
programme, five sets of desktop PCs
were donated to Beltola High
School, Beltola, Guwahati. In a
th
simple ceremony on 26 October
2017, Dr. WR Reddy, Director
General, NIRDPR handed over the
computer sets to Shri Amulya
Mohan Duara, Head Master of the
school. Dr. Reddy also interacted
with students and teachers of the school. Dr. Franklin Latinkhuma, Registrar, NIRDPR, Dr. R.M Pant,
Director, NERC and Dr. K. Haloi, Prof. and Head, C-GARD were also present during the occasion. The
programme was organized by Shri S.K Ghosh, Sr. CPA and Shri Kaushik Kalita, Training Manager, NERC.
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ADIEU
Our beloved Professor and Head of 'C-GARD', Dr. K. Haloi retired from his
st
post on 31 March 2018 after achieving his superannuation. Dr. Haloi, an
acclaimed academician and highly experienced researcher contributed immensely
in the field of rural development in the north eastern region. During his 33 years
of long association with the North Eastern Regional centre of NIRDPR, he
played a pivotal role to take NERC to a new height. This regional centre achieved
many laurels under his proactive leadership. NERC accomplished numerous
training, action research, consultancy and developmental project in the north eastern part of India under
his active initiatives and planning. Dr. Haloi was intrumental in establishing Centre for Geinformatic
Application in Rural Development (C-GARD) at the NERC, Guwahati. He also played a key role in
strengthening PRIs in north eastern region.
Dr. K. Haloi joined NIRDPR-NERC, Guwahati on November 7, 1984 as Research Associate. Through
unrelenting dedication and hard work, Dr. Haloi kept his professional career graph upwards and was
promoted to Assistant Professor and then Associate Professor in the year 1994 and 2005 respectively. He
retired as Professor and Head. He had an excellent interpersonal relationship with all staff of the institute.
He was conferred 'life time achievement award' in the year 2016 by NIRDPR-NERC. NERC family
fondly remembers his association with the regional centre and wishes him a great success in his future
endeavours.

WELCOME
Shri Partha Pratim Bhattacharje has joined his duties at NIRDPR-NERC,
Guwahati as Assistant Professor on March 15, 2018. Prior to his joining NERC,
he worked at the as Head i/c of Centre for Information & Communication
Technology, NIRDPR, Hyderabad.
An Engineering graduate Mr. P.P. Bhattacharjee did his U.G. Programmes in
ECE & Electrical Engineering from IEI in the year 2000 & 2007 respectively. He
earned his Masters Degree(M.E.) in CSE from B.E. College, Shibpur (Now IIEST)
in the year 2003.
His areas of expertise includes Analog Electronics, Embedded System and Hardware including
Networking. He is also member of Institution of Engineers (India).
NIRDPR-NERC welcomes Shri P.P. Bhattacharjee to NERC family.
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â¢SÍæÙ ×ð¢ çãU‹Îè âŒÌæãU ·¤æ âÈ¤Ü ¥æØôÁÙ
ÚUæcÅþUèØ »ýæ×è‡æ çß·¤æâ °ß¢ Â¢¿æØÌè ÚUæÁ â¢SÍæÙ, ©UˆÌÚU Âêßèü ÿæð˜æèØ ·ð¤‹¼ý, »éßæãUæÅUè ×ð¢ çÎÙæ¢·¤ 8 çâÌÕÚU, 2017 âð 14 çâÌÕÚU, 2017 Ì·¤
çãU‹Îè âŒÌæãU ·¤æ ¥æØôÁÙ ©UˆâæãUÂêßü·¤ ç·¤Øæ »ØæÐ §â âŒÌæãU ·ð¤ ÎõÚUæÙ ©UÎ÷ƒææÅUÙ ¥æñÚU â×æÂÙ â×æÚUôãU âçãUÌ ·é¤Ü 6 ·¤æØü·ý¤×ô¢ ·¤æ »çÚU×æÂê‡æü
¥æØôÁÙ ç·¤Øæ »ØæÐ çÎÙæ¢·¤ 8 çâÌÕÚU, 2017 ·¤ô çãU‹Îè âŒÌæãU ·¤æ àæéÖæÚU¢Ö, â¢SÍæÙ ·ð¤ Çæò0 °. Âè. Áð. ¥ŽÎéÜ ·¤Üæ× âÖæ»æÚU ×ð¢ çÙÎðàæ·¤
ÇUæò0 ÚUæÁèß ×ôãUÙ Â¢Ì ß ©UÂçSÍÌ ßçÚUcÆU»‡æ Ùð mèÂ Âý”ßÜÙ ·¤ÚU ç·¤ØæÐ

·¤æØü·ý¤× ·ð¤ ÎõÚUæÙ ×¢¿ ÂÚ ©UÂçSÍÌ ÂÎæçÏ·¤æÚUè»‡æ
ÇUæò0 Â¢Ì Ùð ¥ÂÙð Sßæ»Ì Öæá‡æ ×ð¢ ·¤ãUæ ç·¤ Îðàæ ×ð¢ ¥æ× ÕôÜ-¿æÜ ·¤è Öæáæ ·ð¤ L¤Â ×ð¢ çãU‹Îè ·¤æ ÂýØô» ·¤æÈ¤è ÕÉ¸U ÚUãUæ ãUñ, ãU× ·¤ãU â·¤Ìð ãUñ ç·¤
çãU‹Îè ·¤è çSÍçÌ ÂãUÜð ·¤è ÌéÜÙæ ×ð¢ ·¤æÈ¤è ÕðãUÌÚU ãUñÐ Îðàæ ·ð¤ ç·¤âè Öè ÿæð˜æ ×ð¢ Áæ°¢ Ìô ãU× ÂæÌð ãUñ ç·¤ çãU‹Îè â×ÛæÙð ßæÜð ÂýˆØð·¤ SÍæÙ ÂÚU ×õÁêÎ
ãUñÐ âÚU·¤æÚUè ·¤æØæüÜØô¢ ·¤è ÕæÌ ·¤ÚðU¢ Ìô âÚU·¤æÚUè ·¤æ×-·¤æÁ ×ð¢ Öè çãU‹Îè ·ð¤ ÂýØô» ×ð¢ ·¤æÈ¤è ßëçh ãUô ÚUãUè ãUñÐ ãU×æÚUæ â¢SÍæÙ Öè çãU‹Îè ·ð¤ çß·¤æâ
×ð¢ ·¤ô§ü ·¤âÚU ÙãUè¢ ÀUôÇ¸U ÚUãUæ ãUñÐ çßàß ·ð¤ çßçÖ‹Ù Îðàæô¢ ×ð¢ ÚUãU ÚUãUð ÖæÚUÌèØ ×êÜ ·ð¤ ·¤ÚUôÇ¸Uô Üô» Áô çãU‹Îè ·¤æ Õ¹éÕè ÂýØô» ·¤ÚU ÚUãUð ãUñ §â·ð¤ ·¤æÚU‡æ
¥æÁ çãU‹Îè çßàß ×ð¢ âÕâð …ØæÎæ ÕôÜè ÁæÙð ßæÜè Öæáæ ãUñÐ
·¤æØü·ý¤× ·ð¤ ×éØ ¥çÌçÍ Ÿæè ÚUÁÙèàæ ç×Ÿæ Ùð ·¤ãUæ ç·¤ çãU‹Îè Ÿæhæ ·¤æ ©Uˆâß ãUñ, çãU‹Îè ·¤è ©UÂØôç»Ìæ ÂÚU ¿¿æü ·¤ÚUÙæ ÂýæÍç×·¤Ìæ ÙãUè ¥çÂÌé ØãU
¥æÁ ·ð¤ â×Ø ×ð¢ ãU×æÚUè ¥æßàØ·¤Ìæ ÕÙ »Øè ãUñÐ çãU‹Îè °·¤ âê˜æ ãUñ Áô ¥Ùð·¤ô¢ â¢S·ë¤çÌØô¢ ·¤ô ¥æÂâ ×ð¢ Õæ¢ÏÙð ·¤æ ·¤æØü ·¤ÚU ÚUãUè ãUñÐ çßçÖ‹Ù
çãU‹Îè çÈ¤Ë×ô¢ ·¤æ Öè çÁ¸·ý¤ ç·¤Øæ Áô çãU‹Îè ·¤æ Âý¿æÚU ÂýâæÚU ·¤æ ·¤æØü â¢ÖæÜð¢ ãéU° ãUñÐ ØãU Öè ·¤ãUæ ç·¤ Öæáæ °·¤ ÙÎè ·¤è ÌÚUãU ¥ÂÙð ÂýßæãU âð
ÕãUð»è ¥õÚU ØãU °·¤ âÌÌ÷ Âýç·ý¤Øæ ãUñÐ §â·ð¤ âæÍ-âæÍ Ÿæè
ç×Ÿæ Ùð ¥L¤‡ææ¿Ü °ß¢ ãUæÈ¤Üô¢» ·¤è çãU‹Îè ·¤æ ©UÎæãUÚU‡æ
ÎðÌð ãéU° ÕÌæØæ ç·¤ ÿæð˜æèØÌæ ·ð¤ âç×Ÿæ‡æ âð ¥æÁ çãU‹Îè
¥ÂÙð âÚUÜ SßÖæß ·ð¤ ·¤æÚU‡æ ÕÙè ãéU§ü ãUñÐ §â·ð¤ âæÍ, Ÿæè
ç×Ÿæ Ùð °Ù.¥æ§ü.¥æÚU.ÇUè. ÂçÚUßæÚU ·¤è çãU‹Îè ·ð¤ ÿæð˜æ ×ð¢ ç·¤Øð
Áæ ÚUãUð ·¤æØôü ·¤è ·¤æÈ¤è Âýàæ¢âæ Öè ·¤èÐ
§Uâ ÎõÚUæÙ, ·¤æØü·ý¤× ¥æØôÁ·¤ Ÿæè ÎèÂ·¤ ·é¤×æÚU, ·¤çÙcÆU
çãU‹Îè ¥ÙéßæÎ·¤ Ùð ©UÂçSÍÌ âÖè âÎSØô¢ ·¤ô çãU‹Îè
¥ÙéßæÎ·¤ Ùð ©UÂçSÍÌ âÖè âÎSØô¢ ·¤ô çãU‹Îè âŒÌæãU ·ð¤
ÎõÚUæÙ ¥æØôçÁÌ ç·¤Øð ÁæÙð ßæÜð çßçÖ‹Ù ÂýçÌØôç»Ìæ¥ô
·¤è ÁæÙ·¤æÚUè ÎèÐ çãU‹Îè çÎßâ ·ð¤ ÎõÚUæÙ â¢SÍæÙ ×ð¢
·¤×ü¿æçÚUØô ·ð¤ çÜ° çßçÖ‹Ù ÂýçÌØôç»Ìæ¥ô ·¤è ÁæÙ·¤æÚUè

·¤æØü·ý¤× ·ð¤ ÎõÚUæÙ ×¢¿ ÂÚ ©UÂçSÍÌ ÂÎæçÏ·¤æÚUè»‡æ
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ÎèÐ çãU‹Îè çÎßâ ·ð¤ ÎõÚUæÙ â¢SÍæÙ ×ð¢ ·¤×ü¿æçÚUØô¢ ·ð¤ çÜ°
çßçÖ‹Ù Âý·¤æÚU ·¤è ÂýçÌØôç»Ìæ¥ô¢ Áñâð Ñ ŸæéçÌÜð¹Ù °ß¢
Å¢U·¤‡æ, ¥æÜð¹ ÂýSÌéçÌ, ¥æàæé Öæá‡æ, çãU‹Îè ÂýàÙ×¢¿,
çãU‹Îè âéÜð¹ ÂýçÌØôç»Ìæ ÌÍæ Õ“æô¢ ·ð¤ çÜ° ·¤çßÌæ ÂæÆU
¥æØôçÁÌ ·¤è Áæ°¢»èÐ çãU‹Îè âŒÌæãU ·ð¤ ÂýÍ× çÎÙ ŸæéÌÜð¹
°ß¢ Å¢U·¤‡æ ÂýçÌØôç»Ìæ ·¤æ ¥æØôÁÙ ç·¤Øæ »Øæ çÁâ×ð¢
â¢SÍæÙ ·ð¤ âÖè ·¤×ü¿æçÚUØô¢ ·¤è ©UˆâæãUÂêßü·¤ Öæ»èÎæÚUè
Îð¹Ùð ·¤ô ç×ÜèÐ ¥‹Ø ÂýçÌØôç»Ìæ¥ô¢ ×ð¢ Öè ·¤æç×ü·¤ô¢ ·¤è
¥‘ÀUè â¢Øæ ×ð¢ Öæ»èÎæÚUè Îð¹Ùð ·¤ô ç×ÜèÐ
çãU‹Îè âŒÌæãU ·¤æ â×æÂÙ â×æÚôãU ·¤æØü·ý¤× ·¤æ ¥æØôÁÙ
çÎÙæ¢·¤ 14 çâÌÕÚU, 2017 ·¤ô ç·¤Øæ »ØæÐ §â ¥ßâÚU
â×æÂÙ â×æÚUôãU ·¤æ °·¤ ÎëàØ
ÂÚU ×éØ ¥çÌçÍ ß ©UÂçSÍçÌ ßçÚUcÆU ¥çÏ·¤æçÚUØô¢ ·ð¤ mæÚUæ
çßçÖ‹Ù ÂýçÌØôç»Ìæ¥ô¢ ·ð¤ çßÁðÌæ¥ô¢ ·¤ô Âý×æ‡æÂ˜æ, S×ëçÌ ç¿‹ãU ß Ù·¤Î ÂéÚUS·¤æÚU ÚUæçàæ âð â×æçÙÌ ç·¤Øæ »ØæÐ ·¤æØü·ý¤× ·ð¤ ÎõÚUæÙ, Õ“æô¢ Ùð
ÒãU× ãUô¢»ð ·¤æ×ØæÕ, ãU× ãUô¢»ð ·¤æ×ØæÕÓ Ùæ×·¤ »èÌ Öè ÂýSÌéÌ ç·¤ØæÐ
¥¢Ì ×ð¢, ©UÙ âÖè ·¤ç×ü·¤ô¢ ·¤ô Ï‹ØßæÎ çÎØæ »Øæ çÁ‹ãUô¢Ùð ç·¤âè Ù ç·¤âè L¤Â ×ð¢ ÚUæÁÖæáæ çãU‹Îè âŒÌæãU ·ð¤ âÈ¤Ü ¥æØôÁÙ ×ð¢ ¥ÂÙæ ÂýˆØÿæ Øæ
ÂÚUôÿæ L¤Â ×ð¢ Øô»ÎæÙ çÎØæ ãUñ ¥õÚU â¢SÍæÙ ·ð¤ âãUæØ·¤ ÂýôÈð¤âÚU ÇUæò0 °×.·ð¤. ŸæèßæSÌß Ùð ©UÂçSÍÌ âÎSØô¢ ·¤ô Ï‹ØßæÎ ™ææçÂÌ ç·¤Øæ ¥õÚU ¥æ»ð
Öè çãU‹Îè ¥õÚU çãU‹Îè ·¤æØü·ý¤×ô¢ ·ð¤ ÂýçÌ °ðâð ãUè â·¤ÚUæˆ×·¤ Ü»æß ·¤è ¥æàææ ÃØ€Ì ·¤èÐ

Sß‘ÀUÌæ Â¹ßæÇ¸Uæ ·¤æ ¥æØôÁÙ
Sß‘ÀU ÖæÚUÌ ¥çÖØæÙ ·ð¤ ¥¢Ì»üÌ ÚUæcÅþUèØ »ýæ×è‡æ çß·¤æâ °ß¢ Â¢¿æØÌè ÚUæÁ â¢SÍæÙ - ©UˆÌÚU Âêßèü ÿæð˜æèØ ·ð¤‹¼ý ×ð¢ 2 âð 15 ¥€ÅêÕÚU, 2017
Ì·¤ Sß‘ÀUÌæ Â¹ßæÇ¸Uð ·¤æ ¥æØôÁÙ ç·¤Øæ »ØæÐ Sß‘ÀUÌæ Â¹ßæÇ¸Uð ·ð¤ ÎõÚUæÙ, â¢SÍæÙ mæÚUæ çßçÖ‹Ù SÍæÙô¢ ÂÚU Sß‘ÀUÌæ âð âÕ¢çÏÌ ·¤§ü
Áæ»L¤·¤Ìæ ·¤æØü·ý¤× ¥æØôçÁÌ ç·¤° »Øð, ¥æñÚU ·¤×ü¿æçÚUØô¢ ·¤ô ×æÙÙèØ ÂýÏæÙ×¢˜æè ·ð¤ Òâ¢·¤ËÂ âð çâçh ØôÁÙæÓ ·ð¤ ÕæÚðU ×ð¢ Öè ÁæÙ·¤æÚUè
Öè Îè »ØèÐ

»éßæãUæÅUè ·ð¤ ÕðÜÌÜæ S·ê¤Ü ×ð¢ Sß‘ÀUÌæ ¥çÖØæÙ ·¤æ °·¤ ÎëàØ
Sß‘ÀUÌæ Â¹ßæÇ¸Uð ·ð¤ ¥¢Ì»üÌ, Sß‘ÀUÌæ Áæ»L¤·¤Ìæ ·ð¤ ÌãUÌ ÂçÚUâÚU ·ð¤ ¥æâ-Âæâ Sß‘ÀUÌæ ¥çÖØæÙ ¿ÜæØæ çÁâ×ð¢ ·¤×ü¿æÚUè»‡æ, ×çãUÜæ
×‡ÇUÜ ß Õ“æð¢ àææç×Ü ÚUãUðÐ ×çãUÜæ¥æð¢ ·ð¤ Sß‘ÀUÌæ âÕ¢çÏÌ ¥æñÚU ÂçÚUâÚU ·¤ô ŒÜæçSÅU·¤ ×é€Ì ÕÙæÙð °ß¢ ¥ÂçàæcÅU ·ð¤ ÂéÙü¿·ý¤‡æ ÂÚU â¢SÍæÙ
×ð¢ ·¤æØüàææÜæ ·¤æ ¥æØôçÁÌ ·¤ÚU ×çãUÜæ¥ô¢ ·¤ô ÁæÙ·¤æÚUè ÂýÎæÙ ç·¤Øæ »ØæÐ
§âè ÎõÚUæÙ, â¢SÍæÙ ·ð¤ °·¤ Öæ» ·ð¤ L¤Â ×ð¢ ÇUè.ÇUè.Øê.-Áè.·ð¤.ßæ§ü. Âý·¤ôcÆU mæÚUæ àæãUÚU ·ð¤ ãUæÍè»æ¡ß ß Áê-ÚUôÇU ·ð¤‹¼ý ÂÚU âæòçÜÇU ßðSÅU
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×ñÙðÁ×ð¢ÅU çßáØ ÂÚU Sß‘ÀUÌæ Áæ»L¤·¤Ìæ ¥çÖØæÙ ¿ÜæØæ »ØæÐ
çÎÙæ¢·¤ 10 ¥€ÅêUÕÚU ·¤ô Ùæ»æÜñ¢ÇU ·ð¤ çÇU×æÂéÚU ×ð¢ ¥¢»è·ë¤Ì »æ¡ß ×ð¢ Sß‘ÀUÌæ Áæ»L¤·¤Ìæ ¥çÖØæÙ ¿ÜæØæ »Øæ ÁãUæ¡ »æ¡ß ·ð¤ Üô»ô¢ Ùð ÕÇ¸Uð
©UˆâæãU ·ð¤ âæÍ ·¤æØü·ý¤× ×ð¢ Öæ» çÜØæ ¥õÚU ·¤æØü·ý¤× ·¤è âÚUæãUÙæ ·¤èÐ çÎÙæ¢·¤ 11 ¥€ÅêUÕÚU, 2017 ·¤ô àæãUÚU ·ð¤ ÕðÜÌÜæ çSÍÌ °·¤ S·ê¤Ü ×ð¢
Sß‘ÀUÌæ Áæ»L¤·¤Ìæ ¥çÖØæÙ ¿ÜæØæ »Øæ ¥õÚU ©UÂçSÍÌ Õ“æô¢, çàæÿæ·¤ô¢ ¥õÚU ¥çÖÖæß·¤ô¢ ·¤ô Sß‘ÀUÌæ àæÂÍ Öè çÎÜæØæ »ØæÐ

Âðç‹ÅU» ÂýçÌØôç»Ìæ ·ð¤ çßÁðÌæ ·¤ô ÂéÚUS·ë¤Ì ·¤ÚUÌð ãéU°

Sß‘ÀUÌæ ¥çÖØæÙ ·ð¤ ¥¢Ì»üÌ ÚUôÇU àæô ·¤æ °·¤ ÎëàØ

12 ¥€ÅêUÕÚU ·¤ô àæãUÚU ·ð¤ ÕðÜÌÜæ ÕæÁæÚU ×ð¢ Sß‘ÀUÌæ Áæ»L¤·¤Ìæ ¥çÖØæÙ â¢Õ¢çÏÌ Ùé€·¤Ç¸U ÙæÅU·¤ ·¤æ ¥æØôÁÙ ç·¤Øæ »Øæ ¥õÚU Áæ»L¤·¤Ìæ

ÚUñÜè çÙ·¤æÜè »Øè, ÌÍæ 13 ¥€ÅêUÕÚU ·¤ô Øê°âÅUè°× ØêçÙßçâüÅUè ×ð¢ ÒŒÜæçSÅU·¤ Èý¤è çßÜðÁ¸Ó Ùæ×·¤ ¥æ·¤áü·¤ â˜æ ·¤æ ¥æØôÁÙ ç·¤Øæ, âæÈ¤âÈ¤æ§ü ÂÚU çßàæðá ŠØæÙ çÎØæ »Øæ ÌÍæ Sß‘ÀUÌæ â¢Õ¢çÏÌ SÜô»Ù Öè Ü»æ° »°Ð
çÎÙæ¢·¤ 14 ¥€ÅêUÕÚU ·¤ô â¢SÍæÙ ·ð¤ àæÖæ»æÚU ×¢ð Sß‘ÀUÌæ Áæ»L¤·¤Ìæ ¥çÖØæÙ â¢Õ¢çÏÌ çÈ¤Ë× ·¤æ ÂýÎàæüÙ ç·¤Øæ »Øæ Áô ãU×ð¢ ÖæÚUÌ ·¤ô Sß‘ÀU
ÕÙæÙð ·ð¤ çÜ° °·¤ âè¹ ÂýÎæÙ ·¤ÚUÌè ãUñÐ §â ÎõÚUæÙ, ·¤æÈ¤è ¥çÏ·¤ â¢Øæ ×ð¢ ·¤×ü¿æÚUè»‡æ, ×çãUÜæ ×‡ÇUÜ âÎSØ ß Õ“æð ©UÂçSÍÌ ÚUãUðÐ

69ßæ¡ »‡æÌ¢˜æ çÎßâ ·¤æ ¥æØôÁÙ
ÚUæcÅþUèØ »ýæ×è‡æ çß·¤æâ °ß¢ Â¢¿æØÌè ÚUæÁ â¢SÍæÙ, ©UˆÌÚU Âêßèü ÿæð˜æèØ ·ð¤‹¼ý, »éßæãUæÅUè ×ð¢ 69ßæ¡ »‡æÌ¢˜æ çÎßâ ÕÇ¸Uð ãUáôüËÜæâ ·ð¤ âæÍ ×ÙæØæ »ØæÐ
·¤æØü·ý¤× ·¤è àæéL¤¥æÌ â¢SÍæÙ ·ð¤ çÙÎðàæ·¤ ÇUæò0 ÚUæÁèß ×ôãUÙ Â¢Ì Ùð ŠßÁæÚUôãU‡æ ·ð¤ âæÍ ç·¤Øæ ¥õÚU ©UÂçSÍÌ âÖè ·¤×ü¿æçÚUØô¢, ©UÙ·ð¤ ÂçÚUßæÚU ·¤æ
âÎSØô¢, Õ“æô¢ ·¤ô »‡æÌ¢˜æ çÎßâ ·¤è àæéÖ·¤æ×Ùæ°¢ ÎèÐ
·¤æØæüÜØ ×ð¢ »‡æÌ¢˜æ çÎßâ ·ð¤
ÂæßÙ ¥ßâÚU ÂÚU ŠßÁæÚUôãU‡æ
·¤æØü·ý¤× 7 ÕÁð ç·¤Øæ »ØæÐ
ŠßÁæÚUôãU‡æ ·ð¤ ÕæÎ, çÙÎðàæ·¤
×ãUôÎØ Ùð »‡æÌ¢˜æ çÎßâ ·ð¤
×ãUˆß ÂÚU Âý·¤æàæ ÇUæÜæ ß ÕÌæØæ
ç·¤ âÙ÷ 1950 ·¤ô ÖæÚUÌ ·¤æ
â¢çßÏæÙ Üæ»é ãéU¥æ Íæ ¥õÚU
ÖæÚUÌ °·¤ SßÌ¢˜æ »‡æÌ¢˜æ ·ð¤ L¤Â
×ð¢ SÍæçÂÌ ãéU¥æÐ ©U‹ãUô¢Ùð §â
¥ßâÚU ÂÚU SßÌ¢˜æÌæ âðÙæçÙØô¢
çÁ‹ãUô¢Ùð Âýæ‡æô ·¤è ¥æãéUçÌ Îð·¤ÚU
Îðàæ ·¤ô SßÌ¢˜æ ·¤ÚUæØæ ©UÙ·¤æ Öè
çÙÎðàæ·¤ ×ãUôÎØ ŸæðcÆU ·¤×ü¿æçÚUØô¢¢ ·¤ô ÂéÚUS·¤æÚU ÂýÎæÙ ·¤ÚUÌð ãéU°
Ù×Ù ç·¤ØæÐ
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çßçÖ‹Ù ÂýçÌØôç»Ìæ¥ô ·¤æ °·¤ ÎëàØ

§â·ð¤ âæÍ ãUè, â¢SÍæÙ ×ð¢ ÂýˆØð·¤ ßáü ·¤è Öæ¢çÌ §â ßáü Öè â¢SÍæÙ ×ð¢ âßüŸæðcÆU ·¤æØü ÂýÎàæüÙ ·ð¤ çÜ° ·¤×ü¿æçÚUØô¢ ·¤ô â×æçÙÌ ç·¤Øæ »ØæÐ çÁâ×ð¢
¥ÂÙð ·¤æØü·¤æÜ ×ð¢ ÕðãUÌÚU ·¤æØü ÂýÎàæüÙ ·ð¤ çÜ° ¥æÁèßÙ ·¤æØü çÙcÂæÎÙ ÂéÚUc·¤æÚU (Üæ§È¤ÅUæ§× ¥¿èß×ð¢ÅU) ·ð¤ çÜ° Ÿæè Ößð‹¼ý ÙæÍ àæ×üæ ß Ÿæè
Ö»ßæÙ çâ¢ãU ÇUôÕæÜ ·¤ô â×æçÙÌ ç·¤Øæ »Øæ ÌÍæ ÒÒŸæðcÆU ·¤×ü¿æÚUèÓÓ ·ð¤ çÜ° Ÿæè ÇUè. ¥æÚU. Îæâ °ß¢ çßçàæcÅU âðßæ ·ð¤ çÜ° Ÿæè ¥×ÚU ÕñàØ ¥õÚU
Ÿæè çãUÌðàæ ×ãU‹Ìô ·¤ô â×æçÙÌ ç·¤Øæ »Øæ Ð
§â ÎõÚUæÙ â¢SÍæÙ mæÚUæ çßçÖ‹Ù Âý·¤æÚU ·ð¤ ·¤æØü·ý¤× ¥æØôçÁÌ ç·¤Øæ »Øð Íð çÁÙ×ð¢ â¢SÍæÙ ·ð¤ ·¤×ü¿æçÚUØô¢ ·¤ð Õ“æô¢ ·ð¤ çÜ° ·ý¤×àæÑ Âð¢çÅ¢U», Öæá‡æ,
×ð×ôÚUè ÅðUSÅU, ÕæS·ð¤ÅUÕæòÜ, ¥æàæé Öæá‡æ, ÂýàÙôˆÌÚUè ¥æçÎ ÂýçÌØôç»Ìæ¥ô¢ ·¤æ ¥æØôÁÙ ç·¤Øæ »Øæ Íæ Ð §â·¤ð ¥Üæßæ, ·¤×ü¿æçÚUØô¢ ·¤ð ×çãUÜæ ß
ÂéM¤á â×êãU ·ð¤ çÜ° ¥Ü»-¥Ü» ÂýçÌØôç»Ìæ ÕæS·ð¤ÅUÕæòÜ, ÕÅUÙ×æÜæ ·¤æ ¥æØôÁÙ ç·¤Øæ »Øæ Íæ Ð §Ù ÂýçÌØôç»Ìæ¥ô¢ ×ð¢ Õ“æô¢ ¥õÚU ·¤×ü¿æÚUè
âÎSØô¢ Ùð ÕÇ¸Uð ©UˆâæãU ·ð¤ âæÍ Öæ» çÜØæ ¥õÚU çßÁðÌæ¥ô¢ ·¤ô ÂéÚUS·¤æÚU çßÌçÚUÌ ç·¤Øæ »Øæ Ð

ç¿ËÇþðUÙ ·¤æÙüÚU ·¤è SÍæÂÙæ
â¢SÍæÙ ×ð¢ Õ“æô¢ ·ð¤ ™ææÙ ·¤ô ÕÉ¸UæÙð ·ð¤ çÜ° â¢SÍæÙ ·ð¤ ÖêÂð‹¼ý ãUÁæçÚU·¤æ ÂéSÌ·¤æÜØ ×ð¢ Õ“æô¢ ·ð¤ çÜ° °·¤ ç¿ËÇþðUÙ ·¤æÙüÚU SÍæçÂÌ ç·¤Øæ »Øæ Ð §â
·¤ôÙð ·¤æ Ùæ× Õ“æô¢ ·¤æ ·¤ôÙæ (ç¿ËÇþðUÙ ·¤æÙüÚU) ÚU¹æ »Øæ, çÁâ·¤æ ©UÎ÷ƒææÅUÙ 9 çÎâÕÚU, 2017 ·¤ô â¢SÍæÙ ·ð¤ çÙÎðàæ·¤ ÇUæò0 ÚUæÁèß ×ôãUÙ Â¢Ì,
çÙÎðàæ·¤, ÇUæò0 ·ð¤. ãUÜô§ü, ÂýôÈð¤âÚU mæÚUæ ç·¤Øæ »ØæÐ §â ÎõÚUæÙ, â¢SÍæÙ ·ð¤ ·¤×ü¿æÚUè ¥õÚU Õ“æð ÕÇ¸Uð ©UˆâæãU ·ð¤ âæÍ ©UÂçSÍÌ ÚUãUðÐU
§â ÎõÚUæÙ, ÇUæò0 ·ð¤. ãUÜô§ü Ùð Õ“æô¢ ·¤ô ÕÌæØæ ç·¤ ¥æÂ·ð¤ ™ææÙ ·¤ô ÕÉ¸UæÙð ·ð¤ ©UgðàØ âð §â ·¤ôÙð ·¤ô SÍæçÂÌ ç·¤Øæ »Øæ ãUñ ¥õÚU ØãUæ¢ ÂéSÌ·¤æÜØ ×ð¢
¥æ·¤ÚU ¥çÏ·¤ âð ¥çÏ·¤ ™ææÙ ÂýæŒÌ ·¤ÚU â·¤Ìð ãUñÐ âæÍ ãUè, â¢SÍæÙ ·ð¤ çÙÎðàæ·¤ Ùð ÕÌæØæ ç·¤, ØãU ç·¤ÌæÕ ©UÙ·ð¤ ÁèßÙ ×ð¢ ç·¤â Âý·¤æÚU âð ÂçÚUßÌüÙ
Üæ â·¤Ìè ãUñ, §â·¤è ©UÂØôç»Ìæ ·ð¤ ÕæÚðU ×ð¢
ÕÌæØæ, ¥õÚU §â·ð¤ ×æŠØ× âð ¥çÏ·¤ âð
¥çÏ·¤ ™ææÙ ÂýæŒÌ ·¤ÚU â·¤Ìð ãUñ, ¥õÚU ©UÙ·¤è
M¤ç¿ ·¤ô ŠØæÙ ×ð¢ ÚU¹Ìð ãéU°, §Ù ç·¤ÌæÕô¢ ·¤ô
Õ“æð ¥ÂÙð ƒæÚU Üð Áæ â·¤Ìð ãUñ, ØãU ÃØßSÍæ Öè
·¤è »Øè ãUñÐ ç¿ËÇðUþÙ ·¤æÙüÚU ×ð¢ 5 âð 16 ßáü ·¤è
¥æØé ·ð¤ Õ“æô¢ ·ð¤ çÜ° ™ææÙßÏü·¤ ÂéSÌ·ð¤¢·¤ãUæçÙØæ¡, ©UÂ‹Øæâ, Õ“æô¢ ·ð¤ ÙñçÌ·¤ ×êËØô¢ ·ð¤
çß·¤æâ ×ð¢ âãUæØ·¤ ÂéSÌ·ð¤¢, ·¤æòç×€â ß
Âç˜æ·¤æ°¡ ©UÂÜŽÏ ãUñ¢ âæÍ ãUè âæÍ, 5 âð 9 ßáü ·¤è ¥æØé ·ð¤ Õ“æô¢ ·ð¤ çÜ° Ú¢U»-çÕÚU¢»è ·¤ãUæçÙØæ¡, ™ææÙßÏü·¤ ÂéSÌ·ð¤¢ ©UÂÜŽÏ ãñUÐ §â·ð¤ ¥çÌçÚU€Ì
â¢SÍæÙ ·ð¤ çÙÎðàæ·¤ mæÚUæ ÂéSÌ·¤æÜØ ×ð¢ Õ“æô¢ ·ð¤ çÜ° Ü»Ö» 66 ·¤æòç×€â ß ¥‹Ø ÂéSÌ·ð¤¢ ©UÂÜŽÏ ·¤ÚUæØè »ØèÐ
ÂéSÌ·¤æÜØ ™ææÙ ·¤æ Ö‡ÇUæÚU ãUñ ¥õÚU Õ“æô¢ ×ð¢ ™ææÙßëçh, ÙñçÌ·¤-×êËØô¢ ·¤æ çß·¤æâ, ÂéSÌ·¤ô¢ ·ð¤ ÂýçÌ Âýð× ß ©U‹ãðU¢ ÂÉU¸Ùð ·¤è M¤ç¿ ÕÙæÙð ×ð¢ âãUæØ·¤
çâh ãUôÙæ ãUè ÂéSÌ·¤æÜØ ·¤æ ŠØðØ ãUñÐ
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PHOTO GALLERY

Prof. Jagdish Mukhi, Governor of Assam delivering inaugural
speech in a National Seminar on 'Documenting Oral Cultural
Traditions of North East' held at NIRDPR-NERC, Guwahati
on February 12-18, 2018.

Dr. WR Reddy, DG, NIRDPR interacting with Innovators/
Entrepreneurs after inauguration of the Rural Technology
Park at NERC.

Dr. Franklin Latinkhuma, Registrar, NIRDPR discussing
infrastructure development matters with CPWD Engineers
and NERC staff members.

Dr. R.M Pant, Director, NERC interacting with media in
sidelines of the National Seminar on 'Livelihoods through
Rural Tourism in North East India: The Way Forward'
organized by NIRDPR-NERC, Guwahati on January 6-7,

'Nukkad Natak' (Street Play) by USTM students in Beltola
Market, Guwahati during 'Swachhata Abhiyan' organized by
NIRDPR-NERC.

Resource person discussing nitty- gritty of 'House Keeping'
with NERC Catering Team.
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PROPOSED TRAINING PROGRAMMES FOR JUNE 2018
Sl.
No.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Programme Name and
Duration
e-Governance Services and
Digital Financial
Transactions. Jun 6-8, 2018
Eco-Tourism and Sustainable
Rural Livelihoods (Sponsor:
Govt of Meghalaya).
June 4-9, 2018
ODF Sustainability and Solid
Resource Management for
Sanitation Professionals.
June 11-15, 2018
Application of Geo Spatial
Technologies for Planning
and Management of
MGNREGS.
June 11-15, 2018
Maintenance of Accounts
under Double Entry System.
June 18-22, 2018
Entrepreneurship
Development for Rural
Tourism.
Jun 25-29, 2018
Farming Practices in
Horticulture and animal
husbandry Sustainable
livelihoods.
June 25-30, 2018

Duration
NERC

Course Director
(s)
S K Ghosh

NERC

R M Pant
K.K Bhattacharjee

NERC

R Ramesh
P SivaRam

AUS
Namsai,
Arunachal
Pradesh
NERC

State and District level officers
from Rural Development and line
Departments, IT Officers
Entrepreneurs and Development
partners of IBDLP

SBM Staff, SWSM, WSSOs,
CCDUs, PHEDs,
POs, APOs, DRDs

SIRD&PR A Simhachalam
Manipur

NERC

Clientele

Engineers of DRDAs and ZPs,
Line Departments involved in
MGNREGA, SIRDs

B N Sarma
R M Pant

FAO, AO, Accountant, APO
(Finance), Project Manager
(Finance) of DRDA, Block and
Panchayat
Home stay Owners and Young
Entrepreneurs

R M Pant
M K Shrivastava

K.K Bhattacharjee

Officers of RD, SRLMs & line
departments and entrepreneurs

* Above programmes may change due to exigencies.

NIRDPR-NERC WELCOMES CONTRIBUTION
This Newsletter, though published by NIRDPR-NERC, would welcome news of any significant events that took place at SIRDs and States. We
also request Rural Development and allied Departments/PRIs to send us any success stories/best practices from the states. Crisp write ups
including important photographs may be sent. Prime focus of this quarterly Newsletter is to highlight training and research activities in the
north eastern region pertaining to rural development.
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Dr. W. R. Reddy, IAS, Director General
NIRDPR, Hyderabad
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